ROTARY PISTON BLOWER SH 52 WITH SILENCER - USED

Rotary piston blower SH 52 with silencer - used

Item: GM270
Make: W. Klein
Type: SH 52
Year of Construction: 1985
Material:
Drive:  Make Schorch, 55 kW, 1470 rpm, directly coupled
**Flow volume:** 3042 m³/h

**Pressing:** 0.5 bar pressure

**Pipe connection:** DN200

Machine with silencer for intake and blowoff, check valve and pressure relief valve mounted on ground frame with hood for silencing.

**Available quantity:** 1
Price per unit: 3000 EUR
Subject to being unsold.
A machine overhaul is only included in the price if expressly cited.
Prices: subject to confirmation, ex works, plus VAT